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and there can be no question as to the hereafter. For
those doubters who do not intuitively perceive the grand
truth that there is an over-finite self which informs the
tenement of day, Vijaylcrishna argued from a scientific
standpoint. He said that man has a sort of religious belief
in the next world, and the theistic belief is the strongest
and most enduring function of the human soul. The
modern psychologists also tell us that man is 'incurably I
religious'. <( Whenever the soul comes to itself as out oft
surfeit, or sleep, or a sickness and attains something of I
its natural soundneHs, it speaks of God." Thus wrote
Vijaykrishna: —
./ "Belief in God is most natural to the human soul. If
:,r
you look into the depths of your soul in utmost sincerity,
the folds of doubt would at once be removed from your
inner eye. Had not theistic belief been the most natural
and normal tendency of man, if he were to arrive at-this
belief through a process of hard thinking and judgment,
probably no man could ever have known God. In this
wide world, all men believe in God, no matter whether
civilized or uncivilized^ enlightened or ignorant. Go and
ask anybody, and he will tell you that he has imbibed
his faith spontaneously and needed no schooling. Here
is a fine illustration. Once a pious man went to an
uncivilizixl country to instruct its people about the existence
of God. On hearing his speech, the savages told him,
'Wo are not new to it. We have had absolute faith in
God. Nobody has to lx' told that Cxod is. Our faith in
God is in our blood, it is no super-imposition. We have
not received any instructions as to it from anywhere.' At
this, the? pious teacher joyfully thanked God and muttered
under his breath, XxTack)us thou art, 0 God'."         %.
By giving a scientific explanation of the hereafter,
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